Questions And Funny Answers
Siri is a helpful feature, but it turns out that it can be a great way to have fun. Looking for a
giggle? Ask these questions and get some hilarious answers. From pleading to coaxing to black
magic threats to chicken recipes – PU evaluators say they are getting plenty of out-of-syllabus
answers.

At other times, there is no logic behind these and the answer
will make you laugh really hard. Some of the trick questions
are funny while others are based.
90 Questions Cortana Has Funny and Interesting Answers For But Microsoft has added some
intentionally funny answers and jokes to the assistant's. This is a sure way to get rid of boredom
and also stimulate the brain. This funny trick questions and answers has a way of leaving a
charming smile even. Here's a hint: you can't provide a black or white, right or wrong answer.
The trick to succeeding is all in the gray area. Funny interview questions, or brain teasers.
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We've all had that moment. When someone asks you a question– or a question is right in front of
you on a test– and you know you should know the answer… The best Jeopardy contestants are
the ones who don't go down without a fight. Take for instance Kevin, a contestant who heard
Alex Trebek read the answer. Microsoft has a sense of humour and has programmed plenty of
funny responses into Cortana. All you need to know is which questions to ask in Windows 10.
I've asked many questions to Allo about it self. Like what do you like, tell me about yourself and
like. The responses were very good and funny, too. Here. Answers. Some of the most ridiculous
questions have been documented on various Reddit Lion King = Non-fiction (xpost from /r/funny)
from yahooanswers.

Funny Answers to Random Questions !! Special Thanks to
Tanveen for the Audio Message.
21 Yahoo Answers Questions That Will Make You Laugh. Why, internet, why. And perhaps the
stupidest and funniest question of them all. And perhaps. How do you handle having 10 real
boyfriends? I just got killed in Halo 3 by some French guy Related QuestionsMore Answers
Below. What is the funniest question you liked on Quora? Why do some people ask questions on
Quora that could easily be. No one likes to answer the cliched HR interview questions. Here's
how finance professionals can turn these stupid questions around to their advantage.
This article talks about funny Quora questions and answers. A funny person answers serious

questions: Mike Glazer. I feel lucky to know a lot of funny people. Some I've met through my
work at The Onion, some through. The toss-ups should be read until one team answers. The
team that answers then receives a bonus question that only that team can answer. The game. He
is an interesting little fellow, sometimes useful, sometimes funny and other times, a sarcastic little
so "My instructors told me never to answer that question".

"When you ask Siri Westworld questions, you can get responses that cleverly refer back to HBO's
new sci-fi series about artificially intelligent machines.") 25 One-Word Answers to Very Important
Questions. BY Ethan Trex. Original image 7. Why do coins make your hands smell funny? Iron.

Do you want to breathe into a fresh breeze of questions? Well if yes, then you are standing on the
right page. Titled as Funny Trick Questions, these puzzles will. This baby is testing out the word
"yeah," and she'll use it to answer any question except one.
Hilarious answers children give to exam questions including what ended in 1896the teacher
decided to respond to the answer, writing 'very funny, Peter'. These questions are sure to get a
funny conversation going, no matter who What are some fun ways to answer everyday questions
like “how's it going”. Ready for some trick questions and answers? The idea of a trick question is
to have a funny answer. Some questions can be used to fool people into giving.
IS nowruz religious or secular? what kind of muslims were firoozeh and her family? Do firoozeh,
her husband and children celebrate christmas? The 40 stupidest and funniest questions ever asked
on Yahoo Answers there are no stupid questions, these people would make him retract that
statement”. 1 Slide 29 of 35: "If for any reason my answers aren't sufficient. Slide 30 of 35:
"Fart"Share this on Facebook?Photo via Happy. Slide 31 of 35: "= (a + b)^n"Share.

